Qualifying dielectric elastomer actuators for usage in complex and compliant robot kinematics
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From the roboticist point of view
Actual (energy autarkic) robotic systems suffer from severely limited dynamical capabilities. The main reasons are:
- Unsatisfactory energy storage technologies
- Poor overall specific power of robot kinematics compared to living systems
- Rigid coupling of kinematic elements

Dielectric elastomer actuators (DEA) would improve the dynamical characteristics of robot kinematics
The aim of the presented project is to create usable actuation systems based on the actual state of the art of DEA. Therefore, four major research tasks are identified to actualize the adaptability of DEA within basic methodologies of robotics.

Aerosol-Jet-Printing DEA
Because of its pertinency to create homogeneous layers with a broad variety of materials [1] within the presented project the Aerosol-Jet-Printing process is investigated to build up complex structured stack actuators based on silicone-elastomers with a layer thickness below 10 μm. Besides the dielectric structures, in order to improve the mechanical characteristics of DEA, the electrode layers are also built up of printed elastomers, compounded with one to two weight percent carbon-nano-tubes.

Lightweight power electronics
To improve the overall specific power of a complex kinematic system only one central high-voltage source shall drive a large number of actuators, while their individual contraction is controlled with a principle based on pulse width modulation (PWM). Using PWM permits the substitution of DC-DC converters for each actuator by single lightweight semiconductor elements like optocouplers [2]. MOSFETs or insulated gate bipolar transistors, which permits a lightweight controlling for mobile robots.

Modelling and simulation
The third main research task covers the simulation of the introduced DEA. Extending the general electrostatic FEM description of present DEAs [3] with dynamic terms leads to a time dependent approach. Structure preserving integration schemes allow for precise and energy efficient optimal control. Gaining a deeper understanding of muscle dynamics from simulations, muscle parameters are being adapted to practical application requirements.

Adapted control hardware
Considering the expected run-time complexity of mathematical models for DEA, a new set of controlling hardware is needed, as normal workstations are not suitable for application in mobile robots. Therefore the development of a combined system of micro-controllers and FPGAs is the fourth and final focus within the presented project to control DEA in real-time in an energy efficient way.
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